
Romanian music 

 

Romanian music is very similar to serbian music. They have type of music that they call 

,,Manele’’ and we call it ,,Turbo-folk’’. From this group of music, almost every time when you 

will go out, you will hear ,,Saint-Tropez’’. This song has a very danceable music and a lot of 

people enjoy when DJ plays that. 

So, let’s talk about some other types of music and songs that you will hear, for sure, when 

you will go out. Hmm, from where to start? From Inna, of course. She is the most popular 

Romanian singer around the world. It’s a little bit strange that you will not hear a lot of time her 

songs, but most popular songs are ,,Yalla’’ and ,,Diggie down’’. 

Another songs that you will probably hear are ,, Mi-e bine’’ from Lidia Buble feat. 

Matteo ,,Morena’’ from Antonia, ,,Aventura’’ and ,,Bilionera’’ from Otilia, ,,Amor’’ from 

Kamelia, ,,El perdon’’ from Nicky Jam and Enrique Iglesias, ,,Cheap trills’’ from Sia, ,,Mr. 

Saxobeat’’ from Alexandra Stan, ,,Policeman’’ from Eva Simons, ,,I took pills in Ibiza’’ from 

Mike Posner, ,,How deep is your love’’ from Calvin Harris and Disciples, ,,Faded’’ from Alan 

Walker. 

The most popular band in Romania is, for sure, Carla’s dreams. Romanian people really 

love their songs and they are very special band because, during the concert,  they wear hoods, 

sunglasses and their faces are masked. The songs that you will hear are ,,Sub piela mea’’, 

,,Imperfect’’, ,,Suna-ma’’ (duet with Antonia) and ,,P.O.H.U.I.’’ (duet with Inna) 

Not every time, but probably you will also hear some Arabic songs like ,,Boshret Kheir’’ 

from Hussain Al Jassmi and ,,LM3ALLEM’’ from Saad Lamjarred. 

Also, you will hear some Turkish songs like ,, Kiss kiss’’ from Tarkan and ,,Bangir 

bangir’’ from Gulsen. 

I was really surprised when I went out first time and I heard that, in clubs, they are 

playing some Serbian songs. For example, ,, Placi zemljo’’ from Dragana Mirkovic, you will 

hear in every club here. Now, they also know about ,, La fiesta’’ from Milica Pavlovic, because 

every time when we went somewhere I asked DJ to play this song. The Croatian singer Severina 

is also very popular. People really enjoy in songs ,, Tarapana’’ and ,,Uno momento’’(duet with 

Minstarke, women band from Serbia) 

On the end, I can tell you one thing. Romania really have good singers and good songs. A 

lot of songs I completely don’t understand, but while you are listening them you can feel 

something, like that they have ,,soul’’. It’s hard to explain but feeling is just like that. You need 



to experience that. So if you are ready to experience new place with amazing people, great 

music, delicious food, interesting history, incredible art, choose Romania.  

   


